NOZZLE | DESCRIPTION | SIZE  | QTY | FILTER PERFORMANCE
---|---|---|---|---
N1  | INLET | 8" 150# | 1 | MAX FLOW RATE (gpm) 1400
N2  | OUTLET | 8" 150# | 1 | SCREEN AREA (ft²) 5.25
N3  | FLUSH OUTLET | 2" FNPT | 1 | MAX TEMP. (°F) 200
N4  | SERVICE PORT | 4" VIC | 1 | MAX PRES. (psi) 150
N5  | COUPLING | 1" FNPT | 1 | VESSEL WEIGHT (lbs) 250
K1  | HYD CONNECTION | ¾" FNPT | 2 | 32.5 x 12.75
K2  | HYD CONNECTION | ½" FNPT | 2 | 32.5 x 12.75
K3  | HYD CONNECTION | ¼" FNPT | 2 | 32.5 x 12.75